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Abstract
The software embedded in automotive control systems increasingly determines the functionality
and properties of present-day motor vehicles. The development and test process of the systems
and the embedded software becomes the limiting factor. While these challenges, on the develop-
ment side, are met by employing model-based speciﬁcation, design, and implementation techniques,
satisfactory solutions on the testing side are slow in arriving. With regard to the systematic test
design and the description of test scenarios especially, there is a lot of room for improvement. This
paper introduces the model-based black-box testing (MB3T ) approach in order to eﬀectively mini-
mize these deﬁcits by creating a systematic procedure for the design of test scenarios for embedded
automotive software and its integration in the model-based development process. According to the
MB3T approach, logical test scenarios are ﬁrst deﬁned based on the textual requirements speciﬁ-
cation of the embedded software. These test scenarios are speciﬁed at a high level of abstraction
and do not contain any implementation details of the test object. Due to their close link to the
requirements it is easy to check which requirements are covered by which test scenario. Subse-
quently, the requirement-based logical tests are reﬁned to executable model-based test scenarios.
Finally, the approach helps to check, whether or not the logical test scenarios are fully covered by
the executable test scenarios. The MB3T approach has recently been successfully employed in a
number of automotive embedded software development projects at DaimlerChrysler.
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1 Introduction
A large part of today’s innovation in the automotive industry is achieved by
extending the functionality of vehicle software [13]. The software’s increase
in scope and the increase in complexity connected with it, call for new ways
of dealing with the development and the testing of embedded software. On
the development side, these challenges have been met, since the mid 1990s, by
a paradigm shift in the automotive software development. This leads to the
traditional, document-based software development in the vehicle subsystems
engine / powertrain, chassis and body / comfort being increasingly displaced
by a model-based development [2,15,16,10,17].
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Figure 1. Traditional vs. model-based software development
Analogous to traditional development, the model-based development pro-
cess starts with a requirements phase, in which the requirements of the func-
tionality to be realized are being speciﬁed textually by using tools such as
DOORS [7]. Following that, this innovative development approach is charac-
terized by the integrated deployment of executable models for speciﬁcation,
design and implementation, using commercial modeling and simulation envi-
ronments such as Matlab / Simulink / Stateﬂow [12] or ASCET-SD [1]. These
tools use block diagrams and extended state machines as modeling notations.
Very early in this development procedure an executable model of the con-
trol software (functional model) is developed, which can be simulated as well
as tested. This executable model is used throughout the downstream develop-
ment process and forms the ’blueprint’ for the automatic or manual coding of
the embedded software. In practice, this development is reﬂected in an evolu-
tion of the functional model from an early logical model to an implementation
model and its transformation into C code (model evolution). As compared to
traditional software development, where phases are clearly separate, model-
based development shows the phases speciﬁcation, design and implementation
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to have grown together much more strongly (Figure 1). The seamless utiliza-
tion of models facilitates a highly consistent and eﬃcient development.
Also within the framework of model-based development it is essential to
subject the software being developed to an appropriate combination of veriﬁca-
tion and validation measures in order to detect errors and produce conﬁdence
in the correct functioning of the software. In the industrial ﬁeld, dynamic test-
ing forms the focal point of analytical quality assurance. Since the executable
model could be exploited as an additional, comprehensive source of informa-
tion for testing, new possibilities and synergy potentials for the test process
arise in the context of model-based development. Considering the question of
eﬃciency, one should make the most of these possibilities. In the automotive
industry, such a test process, being closely connected with the model-based
development, including a combination of diﬀerent test methods which comple-
ment each other, and thereby utilizing the executable model as a rich source
of information for the test, is called a model-based test. So, the automotive
view on model-based testing (cf. [8]) is a rather process-oriented one [11,14].
In particular, no additional models are being created for test purposes, but
the functional models already existent within the model-based development
are used for the test.
Satisfactory solutions for model-based testing are slow in arriving. With
regard to the systematic design of test scenarios especially, there is a lot of
room for improvement. In order to enable a systematic model-based test,
a test design from diﬀerent perspectives, and with a subsequent consistency
check is presented in this paper. The following description of the model-based
black-box testing (MB3T ) approach explicates this basic concept.
2 Model-based Black-box Testing
In order to deﬁne tests capable of detecting errors and producing conﬁdence
in the software, test scenarios should be designed which are systematically
based on the software requirements. In the case of the test scenarios being
directed only towards the technical realization of the test object, there would
be the danger of neglecting and not adequately testing the original require-
ments made on the test object. However, requirement-based, i.e. logical, test
scenarios are abstract and not executable. This means that they cannot be
used directly for test execution. Therefore, additional executable test scenar-
ios are needed, which can stimulate the interface of the respective test object.
Finally, it should be checked, whether or not the logical test scenarios are
fully covered by the executable ones. These demands led us to deﬁne the
model-based black-box testing approach, which has recently been successfully
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employed in a number of automotive embedded software development projects
at DaimlerChrysler.
The MB3T approach makes it possible to deﬁne test scenarios for software
developed in a model-based way from two diﬀerent perspectives and to create
consistency between both (Figure 2):
• Requirement-based test design: Early in development, logical test scenarios
are deﬁned, based on the textual requirements speciﬁcation of the embed-
ded software. The requirement-based test scenarios created in this way are
speciﬁed at a high level of abstraction and do not contain any implementa-
tion details for the test object. Due to their close link to the requirements
it is easy to check which requirements are covered by which test.
• Model-based test design: Once the functional model is available, executable
test scenarios are derived from it with the help of the classiﬁcation-tree
method for embedded systems [4,5,11]. These are tailored to the functional
model’s interface, or rather, the software derived from it, and therefore also
lend themselves to test execution.
• Consistency check: By means of a set of checking rules, the consistency be-
tween logical, requirement-based and executable model-based test scenarios
can be checked and thus guaranteed.
The three above-mentioned steps will be described in more detail in the fol-
lowing sections and illustrated using a chassis system [3] as an example.
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Figure 2. MB3T Testing automotive software from two diﬀerent perspectives
2.1 Requirement-based Test Design
In the automotive ﬁeld, requirements on embedded software are usually de-
scribed textually.
Example 2.1 For an antilock braking system (ABS) a high-level requirement
(HLR) of this kind could read as follows:
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• HLR-1: The ABS system should guarantee near-optimum braking perfor-
mance, irrespective of vehicle speed when braking.
• HLR-1.1: The ABS system should control the vehicle speed in the interval
between vmin= 2 km/h and vmax= 250km/h.
For the design of requirement-based tests we utilize the classiﬁcation-tree
method (CTM) [9]. According to this black-box testing method, the input do-
main of a test object is analyzed on the basis of its functional speciﬁcation with
respect to various aspects regarded as relevant for the test. For each aspect,
disjoint and complete classiﬁcations are formed. Classes resulting from these
classiﬁcations may be further classiﬁed iteratively. The stepwise partition of
the input domain by means of classiﬁcations is represented graphically as a
tree. Subsequently, test scenarios are formed by combining classes of diﬀerent
classiﬁcations. This is done by using the tree as the head of a combination
table in which test scenarios are speciﬁed.
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Figure 3. Requirement-based classiﬁcation-tree with logical test scenarios for ABS
Example 2.2 HLR-1 suggests considering diﬀerent speeds at the moment of
braking, while HLR-1.1 restricts the speed interval to be considered. Conse-
quently, the vehicle speed is a signiﬁcant test aspect. Further, HLR-1 requires
a near-optimum braking performance to be achieved by the ABS system (ex-
pected test object behavior). Therefore, one also has to regard aspects impact-
ing the braking behavior of the vehicle. These are the brake pressure initiated
by the driver, the ground friction and the kind of road (straight or curved). All
the test aspects mentioned are illustrated by the classiﬁcation-tree in Figure 3.
Due to the abstractness and understandability of tests on this level we specify
the classiﬁcations in a qualitative way, e.g. we use ’low’, ’middle’ and ’high’ to
describe the speed classes, rather than speciﬁc values or value intervals. Note
that the both classes ’v < vmin’ and ’v > vmax’ have been speciﬁed in order to
have a complete classiﬁcation for speed. They are not used in the test scenarios
for HLR-1 (they may be used for testing a diﬀerent requirement, for instance).
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The maximum number of test scenarios which could be formed from a classiﬁ-
cation-tree is the number of combinations of leaf classes. Since this number is
generally too high (in the case of the classiﬁcation-tree in Figure 3 this number
is 120), a strategy for selecting a subset of whole possible tests is necessary.
Such a strategy is related to the question of test depth determination. The
determination of test depth depends on the criticality of the test object, the
project guidelines, the testing standards to be met and, last but not least, the
decision of the testing engineer. For our example we require to cover all the
classes of the main test aspect, i.e. vehicle speed. Consequently, as shown in
Figure 3, three test scenarios are selected, each of them covering a relevant
speed class.
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Figure 4. Model interface and model-based classiﬁcation-tree of ABS system
The insights obtained during the requirement-based test design serve as the
starting point for model-based testing. The classiﬁcations of the requirement-
based tree determine the test aspects which have to be interpreted as model
inputs. The classes indicate how the domains of the inputs considered should
be partitioned. Requirement-based test scenarios describe the situations which
are to be covered by model-based test scenarios.
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2.2 Model-based Test Design
Model-based test design is performed using an extended version of the classi-
ﬁcation-tree method, namely classiﬁcation-tree method for embedded soft-
ware (CTM/ES) [4,6,11]. The CTM/ES is a model-oriented black-box test
design technique which allows a comprehensive graphical description of time-
dependent test scenarios by means of abstract signal waveforms that are de-
ﬁned stepwise for each model input. The classiﬁcations of the model-based
tree are the input variables of the functional model under test (Figure 4).
Example 2.3 Figure 4 shows the interface of the functional Simulink model
as well as the model-based classiﬁcation-tree for the antilock braking system
ABS. The functional model’s input signals constitute the test aspects for the
model-based test design. In contrast to the requirement-based classiﬁcation-
tree (Figure 3) the classiﬁcations on this level are speciﬁed using speciﬁc values
or intervals of values. Figure 5 shows the model-based test scenarios for ABS.
The three test scenarios speciﬁed in the combination table correspond to the
logical test scenarios in Figure 3. Each test scenario consists of a number of
steps, while each step is associated with a time stamp. Changing the values of
a model input along the test steps is shown by marking diﬀerent classes of the
classiﬁcation corresponding to that input. Continuous changes are deﬁned by
transitions (connecting lines) between marks in subsequent steps.
Its classes are obtained by dividing the range of each variable into a set
of complete and non-overlapping intervals. Furthermore, the test scenarios
describe the course of these inputs over time (Figure 5).
Later in the testing process, the resulting graphical test descriptions are
automatically transformed into sequences of input values over time. These
sequences can be deployed in diﬀerent test environments, namely in model-
in-the-loop (MiL), software-in-the-loop (SiL) and hardware-in-the-loop (HiL),
in order to test diﬀerent evolution stages of the test object. Of course, the
test scenarios must be customized to the interfaces of the diﬀerent test envi-
ronments. This is, however, a straightforward task. In this way, the model is
used as a comprehensive source of information for the deﬁnition of tests in all
test phases.
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Figure 5. Model-based classiﬁcation-tree and test scenarios for ABS system
2.3 Consistency Check between Requirement-based and Model-based Tests
MB3T also provides the test engineer with a set of checking rules which make
it possible to examine the consistency between the abstract, requirement-
based tests and the implementation-oriented, model-based tests, deﬁned in
diﬀerent phases of the development process [3]. The consistency checks in
their entirety ensure the necessary degree of thoroughness and completeness
for the model-based testing process.
These checking rules comprise checks on the classiﬁcation-trees as well as
on the test scenarios (Figure 6). In detail, the consistency check is to be
carried out in the following stages:
(i) Compare both classiﬁcation-trees.
(ii) Analyze whether the requirement-based test scenarios are covered by the
model-based test scenarios.
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Figure 6. Consistency check between requirement-based and model-based test scenarios
2.3.1 Comparison of Classiﬁcation-Trees
The ﬁrst stage of the consistency check is the comparison of the requirement-
based classiﬁcation-tree (R-CT) with the model-based classiﬁcation-tree (M-
CT). The ﬁrst step here is to assign the R-CT classiﬁcations (i.e. requirement
aspects regarded as relevant to the test) to the respective M-CT classiﬁcations
(i.e. model inputs). These have to be in a 1:1 or 1:n relation to each other. If
there is no valid relation for an R-CT classiﬁcation to the M-CT classiﬁcations,
this signiﬁes that the test aspect corresponding to the model input represented
by that classiﬁcation was not considered when the R-CT was generated or that
it is not relevant to the test after all. In the case of irrelevance, such model
inputs may be set to default constant values.
At the second step in the comparison of the classiﬁcation-trees, the classes
of the related classiﬁcations are compared. The possible relations between
classes within a 1:1 classiﬁcation relation are 1:1, 1:n, n:1 and m:n. The rela-
tion between classes within a 1:n classiﬁcation relation is a bit more complex:
For an R-CT class the following cases for the related M-CT classes are possible:
- one class from each n related classiﬁcation,
- a set of classes from each n related classiﬁcation.
Example 2.4 As examples of 1:1 relations between classiﬁcations the rela-
tion between ’ground’ in the R-CT and ’env mue’ in the M-CT as well as the
relation between ’road’ in the R-CT and ’env curve’ in the M-CT of the ABS
system can be mentioned (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). The above-mentioned
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classiﬁcations represent the road friction and road curve in two diﬀerent ab-
straction levels respectively. Figure 7 illustrates these classiﬁcation relations
and the corresponding 1:1 and 1:n relations between their classes.
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Figure 7. 1:1 classiﬁcation relation as well as 1:1 and 1:n class relations between R-CT and M-CT
Example 2.5 An example of a 1:n relation between classiﬁcations in both
trees of the ABS system is the relation between ’speed’ in the R-CT and the
classiﬁcations ’vehicle accelerator”, ’vehicle-brake’ and ’vehicle gear’ in the M-
CT, since the vehicle speed is determined by the combination of values of the
inputs mentioned. Of course in a more complex environment model further
aspects such as the road slope or the wind speed would also play a role in
determining the vehicle speed and should be considered while deﬁning the M-
CT classiﬁcations related to ’speed”. Figure 8 illustrates the above-mentioned
classiﬁcation relation and the relation between the ’high’ speed class and the
possible sets of the corresponding classes of the ’vehicle accelerator”, ’vehicle-
brake’ and ’vehicle gear’ classiﬁcations. The depicted class relation makes it
possible to, for example, relate the combination of the values
• vehicle accelerator from the interval ]0.5, 1[
• vehicle brake = 0
• vehicle gear = 4
to the high speed. Note that this relation indicates the possibility of reaching
a high speed if the corresponding classes have been marked in the M-CT
(necessary condition). The question of whether the high speed is actually
reached, depends on the dynamic aspect of the test scenario, i.e. the initial
test step and the duration of the test step or test steps running with the above
values (suﬃcient condition).
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Figure 8. 1:n classiﬁcation relation between R-CT and M-CT
2.3.2 Comparison of Test Scenarios
The second stage of the consistency check is the comparison of the requirement-
based test scenarios with the model-based test scenarios. An R-CT test sce-
nario is covered by an M-CT test scenario, if the combination coverage criteria
for mapping of R-CT test scenarios onto M-CT test scenarios, as shown in Ta-
ble 1, are met. The combination coverage criteria have to be checked for all
classes marked in the R-CT test scenario. As examples for combination cov-
erage criteria consider the following cases of the R-CT and M-CT of the ABS
system, shown in Figures 3 and Figure 5.
Example 2.6 ’ground’ in the R-CT and ’env mue’ in the M-CT are 1:1 re-
lated classiﬁcations. The classes of these classiﬁcations, ’snow’ and ]0.1, 0.3],
are also 1:1 related. According to the ﬁrst row of Table 1 the use of ]0.1, 0.3]
in the test steps of the third M-CT test scenario (Braking on a curve) fulﬁlls
the coverage criterion concerning the class ’snow’.
’road’ in the R-CT and ’env curve’ in the M-CT are 1:1 related classiﬁcations.
The classes of these classiﬁcations, ’curved’ and ]0, 0.02], ]0.02, inf [, are 1:n
related. According to the second row of Table 1 the use of ]0, 0.02] in two test
steps of the third M-CT test scenario (Braking on a curve) fulﬁlls the coverage
criterion concerning the class ’curve’.
”speed’ in the R-CT and {”vehicle accelerator’ , ’vehicle brake’ , ’vehicle gear”}
in the M-CT are 1:n related classiﬁcations. Figure 8 shows a relation between
the class ”high’ and the corresponding sets of classes of the M-CT. According
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relation relation between classes combination coverage criteria
between clas- (a and ai’s are classes of R-
siﬁcation CT, b and bi’s classes of
M-CT)
1:1 relation 1:1 relation Class b is used in at least one
a ↔ b test step of a test scenario.
1:n relation One of the classes b1, · · · , bn is
a ↔ b1 + · · ·+ bn used in at least one test
step of a test scenario.
n:1 relation Class b is used in at least
a1 + · · ·+ an ↔ b one test step of a test scenario.
m:n relation One of the classes b1, · · · , bn
a1 + · · ·+ an ↔ b1 + · · ·+ bn is used in at least one test step
of a test scenario.
1:n relation one class from each n related The combination of classes
classiﬁcations b1, · · · , bn is used in
a1 + · · ·+ an ↔ b1 + · · ·+ bn at least one test step
of a test scenario.
a set of classes from each n A combination of classes
related classiﬁcations b1i, · · · , bkj is used in
a ↔ (b11 + · · ·+ b1n)× at least one test step
(bk1 + · · ·+ bkn of a test scenario.
Table 1. Combination coverage criteria for mapping of R-CT test scenarios onto M-CT test
scenarios
to the last row of Table 1 the use of 1 for ’vehicle accelerator’ , 0 for ’ve-
hicle brake’ and 4 for ’vehicle gear’ in the third step of the ﬁrst M-CT test
scenario (Strong braking on ice) fulﬁlls the coverage criterion concerning the
class ’high”.
Accomplishing the combination coverage check, as shown in the above
three examples, for all classes marked in the R-CT test scenarios shall provide
the guarantee for the consistency between the M-CT and R-CT test scenarios
of the ABS system.
3 Summary
MB3T enhances the model-based development of embedded automotive soft-
ware with a systematic approach for deriving tests from two diﬀerent per-
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spectives. By using the executable model as a rich source of information for
the testing process, the MB3T approach provides a solution, which has been
proven in practice, to the challenges of model-based testing in the automotive
industry.
Requirement-based test design with the aid of the classiﬁcation-tree method
makes it possible to systematically create logical test scenarios early in the de-
velopment process and also assures the requirements coverage necessary. As a
rule, this normally results in ﬂexible m:n relations between the requirements
and the logical test scenarios thus created. This represents an improvement
in comparison to the rigid 1:1 relation which is currently much in use.
Model-based test design with the classiﬁcation-tree method for embedded
systems guarantees the systematic derivation of time-variant test scenarios for
the executable artifacts of model-based development (e.g. the logical model,
implementation model, C code). As this method is based on the data-oriented
partitioning of the input domain into equivalence classes, the data range cov-
erage of the test scenarios can easily be achieved.
A methodology for analyzing the relations between requirement-based and
model-based test scenarios, building on the graphical means of description
used by the classiﬁcation-tree method, reduces the gap between these test
scenarios. It is much easier to understand which requirements are covered by
which executable tests by using the intermediate stage of requirement-based
tests.
The comparatively higher eﬀort, resulting from the tests being designed
from two diﬀerent angles, leads to a better and more systematic way of gen-
erating tests which, in turn, ensure a test coverage with regard to two com-
plementary coverage criteria. Thus, the MB3T approach should be employed
especially in the case of software developed in a model-based way which has
high safety and reliability requirements.
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